The Live Room is an intensified site where machines fuse with the architecture combining forces of action and form, structure and space.
TRANSIENT ARCHITECTURE on the making of the Live Room
Mark Bain
The Live Room is an intensified site where machines fuse with the architecture combining forces of action and form, structure and space.
The act suggests a liberation of tectonics from the boundaries of the static, creating a place where resonant surfaces react in sympathy to induced frequencies.
With this work, I am interested in TRANSDUCING ARCHITECTURE, driving spaces with external influences of a vibro-kinetic nature. / was experimenting with vibrations. I iiad one of my macliines going and I wanted to see if I could get It in tune with the vibration of the building. I put It up notch after notch. There was a peculiar cracking sound. I asked my assistants where did the sound come from. They did not know. I put the machine up a few more notches.
There was a louder cracking sound. I knew I was approaching the vibration of the steel building. I pushed the machine a little higher Suddenly all the heavy machinery In the place was flying around. I grabbed a hammer and broke the machine. The building would have been about our ears in another few minutes. Outside In the street there was pandemonium. The police and ambulances arrived. I told my assistants to say nothing. We told the police it must have been an earthquake. That's all they ever knew about it. '
-Nilkola Tesia
The destructive potentials of acoustic energy All materials have a resonant frequency. Buildings too have their own particular resonant frequency. If this frequency, also known as the value of efficient excitation, is accurately located, it IS possible to use mechanical reinforcement to literally 'ring' the material, like striking a bell. And through a feedback system, it is possible to produce a phase aligned addition to this wave form where potentials for the material oscillate out of control. In 1898 the inventor Nikola TesIa was working with similar energy imparting devices which was said to be so small "you could put lonel in your overcoat pocket." The notorious event of the earthquake was said to have also created intense sympathetic vibrations two blocks away from Tesla's laboratory creating a similar extreme reaction. projectiles 
Projectiles to the Live Room
The Live Room is related to another project of mine titled Projectiles^With this earlier project I stated that "the goal is to design small scale devices which attach to the exteriors of pre-existing structures, inhabit the surfaces and exert influence on it. "2 I designed various components that when hurled at buildings would stick to the surfaces and inject different causative effects such as material dissolution and biological intrusions. This re-formative process engaged the structure as an external agent, a re-constructive parasite shaping form beyond the architect's original intention. The building therefore became the datum, the blank screen or canvas for the enabling influence to take hold. This project provided a subtractive process as a counterpoint to the purely additive tradition of the standard architec- 
